Introduction
Let ft be a lF*-algebra on a Hilbert space 3C. In [10], Segal presents a kind of integration theory in which, instead of integrating functions on a space with respect to a measure, one integrates possibly unbounded operators affiliated with fi with respect to a "gage" on ft. In the present work, we investigate analogues of certain portions of ordinary integration theory which Segal did not have occasion to develop in [10] , and then we apply the theory of gage spaces to harmonic analysis and duality of unimodular groups.
One of the most important ways of constructing an integral in ordinary measure theory is by starting from a positive linear functional on some algebra of bounded functions. In §1, the corresponding construction of gages is considered. Theorem 1 gives conditions under which a positive central linear functional on a self-adjoint algebra of bounded operators yields a gage on the IF*-algebra it generates. This theorem is applied in §7 to the construction of product gages and in §9 to the construction of the dual gage for a unimodular group. The question of what can be said about the extension of noncentral positive linear functionals naturally arises. A special case is dealt with in §2.
In [10] , convergence nearly everywhere (n.e.) is defined for gage spaces. In §3, a notion of convergence in measure is introduced.
It is found to have the usual relations to convergence n.e. and mean convergence.
In §4, several dominated convergence theorems are proved together with a version of Fatou's lemma. Convergence in measure is most often used in probability spaces. In later work than [10], Segal has used a notion of convergence in probability for self-adjoint operators on a probability gage space, which is defined differently from our convergence in measure. However, the two are shown to be equivalent in §5. In §6, a monotone convergence theorem is proved in which the convergence takes place in a more "pointwise" sense than in Segal's monotone convergence theorem [10, Corollary 13.2] . This is useful in connection with the Fubini theorem in §7.
The Fubini theorem in §7 differs from Segal's Fubini theorem [10, Corollary 22.1] in that the marginal integral is explicitly constructed. This is useful in proving Lemma 9.12 about convolutions in the dual gage space to a W. F. STINESPRING [January unimodular group. §8 defines the tensor product of two closed unbounded operators in a natural way. It closes with Theorem 8.4 which asserts that the marginal integral of the product of a bounded operator with the tensor product of two integrable operators is what it ought to be. It is this sort of marginal integral which occurs in the proof of Lemma 9.12, cited above.
In §9, a global form of the Fourier transform for unimodular groups is considered. The role of measurable functions on the character group in the abelian case is played in the general case by operators measurable with respect to the dual gage space. A number of analogues of standard theorems in harmonic analysis of abelian groups are developed, among them being Li inversion theorems. Also, a convolution operation is defined in Li of the dual gage space which maps into pointwise multiplication of functions on the group under the inverse transformation.
Under this convolution and a companion involution, Li of the dual gage space becomes a commutative Banach algebra with an involution. In §10, a duality theorem parallel to the Pontrjagin and Tannaka duality theorems is proved. It asserts that every nonzero *-homomorphism of this Banach algebra with involution into the complex numbers arises from an element of the group. Throughout the present work, the notations, terminology, and results of [lO] are fundamental.
Whenever the sum or product of two unbounded measurable operators occurs, the strong sum or strong product [10, Definition 2.2] is understood.
For any measurable operator T, we write Re T lor (T-\-T*)/2 and Im T for (T-T*)/2. In ordinary integration theory, the Hahn-Kolmogoroff extension theorem [4, Theorem 13 . A] gives conditions under which a positive linear functional defined on the algebra of functions which are finite linear combinations of characteristic functions of sets in a Boolean ring is really the integral with respect to a (countably-additive) measure. Similarly, the Riesz-Markoff theorem [4, Theorem 56 . D] says that a positive linear functional on the algebra of all continuous functions with a compact support on a locally compact Hausdorff space is really the integral with respect to a regular measure. Theorem 1.1 is an analogous theo-rem for the noncommutative case; it gives conditions under which a positive linear functional / on a weakly dense subalgebra of a IF*-algebra is the integral with respect to a gage. For this to be true, it must, of course, be assumed that / is central; that is to say, that l(AB) =l(BA) ior all A and B in the subalgebra. Theorem 1.1. Let d be a self-adjoint operator algebra on a Hilbert space X which is generated algebraically by its non-negative elements. Let I be a central linear functional on fi which is non-negative in the sense that /(^4*^4) ^0 for all A in fi. Suppose that:
(1) For all A and B in fi, the mapping T-^l(ATB) restricted to the unit ball of fi is weakly continuous; (2) There exists a directed system {Ev\ of elements of ft such that for all A in ft, l(AEr)-4(A) and l(E*AEr)-^l(A).
Then there exists a gage m on the weak closure & of Gi such that ftC7>i(3C, ft, m) and 1(A) =m(A) for all A in ft.
Proof. First we show that if A is any non-negative element of fi, then 1(A) =50. For, let {pn\ be a sequence of real polynomials vanishing at 0 such that pn(\)^\112 uniformly for 0^Xg||4||.
Then for fixed v, E*(pn(A))2Ep remains bounded and -^E?AEV weakly as «-»». Therefore by hypothesis (1), l(E*AEv) ^0 for all v, and hence 1(A) ^0 by hypothesis (2) .
Let 31 = {A E ft: l(A *A) = 0 }. Then 31 is a linear manifold by the Schwarz inequality. The inequality: (1) 0 ^ l(A*B*BA) ^ ||5||2/(^*^1)
shows that 31 is a left ideal. Since l(A*A)=l(AA*), 31 is invariant under A->A*. Thus 31 is a two-sided *-ideal in ft. It follows that 2D = ft/31 is both a *-algebra and a pre-Hilbert space, where the inner product of two cosets A+% and 5 + 31 is l(B*A). Let 3C be the completion of 3C and let / be the [January with x and y in 3C is a uniform limit of such linear functionals with x and y in 3D; the latter are maps T-*l(B*TA) with A and B in a and T restricted to Oti, and they are weakly continuous by hypothesis (1) . Therefore <p\ &i is uniformly continuous with respect to the weak uniform structures on ai and £1. By [6] , &i is weakly dense in the unit ball (a)i of a. Since £i, being weakly compact, is complete in the weak uniform structure, <p\ GLi has a unique extension to a weakly continuous map of (a)i into £i. This extension of <f>\ QLi can in turn be extended to a unique linear map of a into £. We shall again use the letter <p for this last map. The new 0 is a normdecreasing *-homomorphism of a into £ which is weakly continuous on (a)i. The function p. o <t> is completely additive, non-negative, and unitarily invariant on projections in a. The only further property required of p. o <p to be a gage is that every projection in a be the least upper bound of projections on which p o <p is finite. To obtain a gage, we define a new function which obviously has this property. If P is a projection in a, let m(P) be the least upper bound of p(<p(Q)) as Q runs over all projections ^P in a for which p(<f>(Q)) is finite. Then mis a gage on a which agrees with p. o <p on projections on which p o <p is finite. We show that if AEQ, and d>(A) ELi(3C, £, p), then AELi(X, a, m) and m(A) =p(<p(A)). For we may assume without loss of generality that A is self-adjoint with spectral resolution /i"Xrf£\. The spectral resolution of <p(A) is then /±"Xd0(Ex). By [10, Corollary 12.6], since <p(A) £Li(3C, £, p.), f I X I dn(<p(Ey)) < + co.
It follows from the aforementioned equality between m and p o <p on projections on which po<i> is finite that n +00 r. +oo
Therefore, again by [10, Corollary 12.6], AELi(X, a, m). Now we see that /+oo /» +oo Xdm(Ei) = J Xd»(<t>(Ex)) = u(<l>(A)).
-oo J -oo Putting the last two paragraphs together, we conclude that a2 ELi(X, a, m) and 1(A) =m(A) for AE&-2. Since a is generated by its nonnegative elements, it is sufficient to show that non-negative elements of a are integrable and that / agrees with m on them. To show this, suppose that A is a non-negative element of fi, and let pn(\) he a real polynomial vanishing at X = 0 which approximates 1-e~nX within e~2niAi on 0^X^||.4||. Then on 0=X^||^4||, X[p"(X)]2->0 uniformly, while maintaining the inequality: 
We have shown that AELi(X, fi, m) and that 1(A) =m(A).
It remains to prove that I is weakly continuous on {TE&: 0^ T^A}.
by the positivity property of I.
Hypothesis (2) implies that this last expression converges to 0. Hence the map T^l(T) is the uniform limit of maps T-^l(E*TEv) on 0^Tg,A. The latter maps are weakly continuous by hypothesis (1) . Therefore I is weakly continuous on { TE&: 0^ T^A }.
The question of the uniqueness of m in the preceding theorem is settled in Corollary 1.3. It must be noted that the strong closure of a self-adjoint operator algebra is the same as its weak closure [13, part II]. Lemma 1.2. Let (3C, fi, m) be a gage space. If fi is a strongly dense *-subalgebra of a which is contained in LP(X., fi, m) where p = l or 2, then a is dense in LP(X,, a, m). Since BTELi(K., a, m), it follows from [10, Theorem 14] , that m(SBT) =0 for all SE&, and therefore BT(I -Eo)=0 where E0 is the maximal null projection. Letting B->I strongly, we have T(I -E0)=0. Corollary 1.3. If a is a self-adjoint operator algebra which is strongly dense in a W*-algebra a, then there is at most one gage m on a which makes aC-Li(3C, a, m) and which has specified values on a. Then there exists a bounded linear operator A~^0 such that l(T) =tr(AT) for all T in ff.
Proof. Let 91= {TE$:l(T*T)=0}. It is easy to see (cf. Proof of Theorem 1.1) that 91 is a left ideal in the algebra ff, and hence ff/9l is a left ff-module.
Also ff is a pre-Hilbert space under the inner product (5 + 91, T+91) =l(T*S).
Let 3C be the completion of ff/9l. Inequality (1) in the Proof of Theorem 1.1 also holds here and shows that ff acts as bounded operators on ff/9l. Therefore, its action can be extended to operate on X; the result is a norm-decreas-ing (inequality (1)) *-representation p of ff on X. Let the canonical map of ff onto ff/3l be denoted by T-*£(T).
Let P, he projection on the one-dimensional subspace spanned by e,. Then for any 7"£ff l(T) = lim l(QPTQF) = lim £ l(P*TPy) = lim £ U(^)
where (t^) is the matrix of T relative to the basis {e"} and E"" is the partial isometry with one-dimensional initial space spanned by e, and one-dimensional final space spanned by e". But, letting a be a fixed element of N, we have l(E",) = l(P,E,aEayPv)
where we have set %v=p(Ear)£i (P,) and the last equality defines a(v, p). Take T to be a one-dimensional projection, with range spanned, say, by 2»eivX^" with ^yGAr |X"|2 = 1. Then tuv=\lfkv and so l(T) = lim £ X"X,(f" f"). < + co. Take X" so that a(p, i>)X"^0. Then for finite sets FEP',
Since the above holds for all finite sets FEF', it follows from Equation (2) that (4) E I aiix, v)\ | X,| g Tsupiylwr))1/2. connections with other concepts. More such propositions will be found in §5, which is devoted to the case m(I) = 1. Theorem 3.1. Let (3C, a, m) be a gage space with a nonsingular gage (i.e., if P is a projection with m(P) =0, then P = 0). Ifa sequence {An} of measurable operators converges in measure to a measurable operator A, then some subsequence converges n.e. to A.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that ^4=0. Since m is a nonsingular gage, it follows that P,/*I and I -PTis algebraically finite. The subsequence {^4»rr} satisfies the criterion of the remark. The next three theorems discuss the behavior of convergence in measure with respect to the various algebraic operations. Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that A=B=0. 
therefore, it is sufficient to show that^(
Let xE [5*(9l1)]xPiS-1(3C). We show that Sx£9X by showing that Sx±yiL. Proof. Let P be projection on 3lx. Then by Lemma 3.4 Remark. We note that the following condition, which is analogous to another common definition of convergence in measure in ordinary measure theory, is equivalent to the definition of "An-*A in measure" which has been given. Namely, given e>0, there exists N such that for all n>N, there exists a projection Pn such that || (An-A)Pn\n<t and m(I -P") <e.
Theorem 3.7. Let (3C, a, m) be a gage space. Let {An\ and {B"\ be two sequences of measurable operators which converge in measure to measurable operators A and B respectively. Suppose that A and B have the following property: there exists projections P and Q in a such that m(I-P) and nt(I-Q) are finite and AP and BQ are bounded. Then AnBn-*AB in measure.
Proof. Case I. A=B = 0. Given e>0, choose sequences {?"} and {Qn} such that ||^"P"||00<e, for operators makes various statements of the ordinary theorem inequivalent in the noncommutative case. For this reason several dominated convergence theorems are given below. Since these theorems hold both for convergence n.e. and for convergence in measure, it is convenient to formulate a mode of convergence which is implied by both of these.
Definition.
Let (3C, a, m) be a gage space and let TELi(3C, &., m). We shall say that a projection P in a is T-majorized by a number e if | m(TQ) \ e lor any projection Q<P. We shall say that a sequence \Pn\ of projections in a is T-infinitesimal if given e>0, there exists TY such that P» iŝ -majorized by e for n^N.
Lemma 4.1. Let (3C, a, m) be a gage space and let TELi(3C, a, m). If projections P and Q in a are T-majorized by e, then PVJQ is T-majorized by 2e.
Proof. Suppose R<P^JQ.
Then R can be decomposed into disjoint projections, R = R'-{-R", so that R'<P and R"<Q. Then Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that .4=0. If A"-*0 in measure, then given e>0, we can choose a sequence {Pn} of projections in ft such that ||4"P"||M<€ and m(I -Pn)-*0. Then {/ -Pn} is P-infinitesimal for any TELi(X, ft, m) by Lemma 4.3 below.
If, on the other hand, An->0 n.e., then given e>0, we can choose a sequence {Pn\ of projections in ft such that ||4nPn||M<e, J -P"\ 0, and J-Pn is algebraically finite for n^N. It follows then from Lemma 4.4 below that {l -P"} is ^-infinitesimal.
Lemma 4.3. Let (X, ft, m) be a gage space and let TELi(X, a, m). Given e>0, there exists 5>0 such that for every projection PE& with m(P) <8, |m(PP)|<e.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that P^O. If the lemma were false, for some e>0, we could choose a sequence {Pn} of projections in a such that m(Pn)<2-n but m(TPn)^e. Set Qn = U"_"P*. Then m(Qn) < XXn 2~* = 2_n+1. Since m is completely additive, it follows that Qn decreases to the maximal null projection.
However m(TQn) ^m(TPn) ^e, and this contradicts the strong continuity of the extended indefinite integral of T on the unit ball of a [10, Theorem 14] . Gross convergence behaves better relative to the algebraic operations than does either convergence n.e. or convergence in measure.
Lemma 4.5. Let (3C, a, m) be a gage space. Let \An\ and {Bn\ be two sequences of measurable operators which converge grossly to measurable operators A and B respectively.
Then An+Bn-*AArB grossly, A*-^A* grossly, and
AnBn-^AB grossly.
Proof. In proving that An+Bn->A-\-B grossly and that A*-*A* grossly, we may assume without loss of generality that A =B =0. Let P£Li(3C, a, m). To show that ^4"+J5"-^0 grossly, given e>0, we choose sequences {Pn} and \Qn\ of projections in a such that ||^4"P"||00<e, ||J3"Qn||»<e» and {/ -Pn] and {/ -Qn} are ^-infinitesimal. Then \\(An + Bn)(Pnr\Qn)\\x < 2e and {/-(Pnr\Qn)} = {(I -Pn)VJ (I -Qn)} is ^-infinitesimal by Lemma 4.1. In order to show that ^4*-»0 grossly, given e>0, we choose {P"J as above. Let Qn be defined from Pn and An as in the proof of Theorem 3.6. Then ||J4*Q"||00<e and {/ -Qn} is P-infinitesimal since I-Qn<I-PnTo prove that AnB,,-^AB grossly, we consider cases as in the proof of Theorem 3.7.
Case I. ^4=J3=0. Given e>0, choose sequences {Pn} and \Qn} such that ||i4"Pn||M<e, ||J5"QB||0O<€, and \l -Pn} and \l -Qn} are P-infinitesimal. Define i?" as in case I of the proof of Theorem 3.7. Then \l -R"} is P-infinitesimal since I -Rn < I -Q". Now ||-4nP"(Pnf^<2n)|L < e and {l-(R"r\Qn)} = {(I-Rn)VJ(I-Qn)} is P-infinitesimal by Lemma 4.1.
Case II. An=A, B=0. Since A is measurable, there exists a sequence {?") of projections such that ||-4P"||«,< + co, I -Pn\0 and I-P" is algebraically finite forK^TV'. By Lemma 4.4, \I -Pn} is P-infinitesimal. Given e>0, choose N" so that I -Pn" is T-majorized by e, and let A = ||-4Pjv"|L. Let N^N" be such that for n^N, there exists a projection Qn with ||B"<2»||«, <e/A and I -Qn P-majorized by t. Let Rn be projection on [5^"1(P^"3C)]~.
Then I -Rn ^ I -Pn" and so I -R" is P-majorized by e. Then \\ABn(Rnr\Qn)\\x<A-e/A = e and I-(Rnr\Qn) = (I-i?")U(I-Qn) is Tmajorized by 2« for n^N, by Lemma 4.1.
Case III. ^4=0, Bn = B. As in Case III of Theorem 3.7. Case IV. General. As in Case IV of Theorem 3.7. The bounding condition appears more natural in the corresponding L2 theorem. -(Re A" -i Im ^4")*(Re AH -i Im ^4")
45.
We give now a noncommutative version of Fatou's lemma [4, Theorem 27.F]. We remark that the lemma is almost always applied when the sequence of functions actually converges, so that the following theorem does generalize the important case. n-* w 5 . Convergence in measure in probability gage spaces. By a probability gage space, we mean a gage space (X, ft, m) such that m(I) = l. When IELi(X, fi, m), it is clear that gross convergence implies convergence in measure. Hence, by Lemma 4.2, gross convergence and convergence in measure are equivalent for probability gage spaces. It follows then from Lemma 4.2, that convergence n.e. for probability gage spaces implies convergence in measure. For probability measure spaces convergence in measure is the same as convergence arising from a certain metric. We show that the same thing is true for probability gage spaces. By hypothesis, it holds when / has compact support, and it holds trivially when / is identically 1. Therefore, it holds for all continuous functions/ with a finite limit at +co. Let/be 2: the characteristic function of [A, +°°), but such that f(X)dm(Ex) < 2e.
Choose TY" so that for n^N", f0"f(X)dm(E^) <3e. Then for n ^ max (TY', N") m(I -(ET Pi £A n Fl")) ^ 2e + f f(X)dm(E[n)) < Se.
J o 6. A monotone convergence theorem. In [10 ], Segal gives a monotone convergence theorem (Corollary 13.2). In this theorem, the convergence is in the sense of n.e. We shall have occasion to use monotone convergence in a "pointwise" sense in connection with the Fubini theorem. This is most conveniently formulated in terms of "quadratic functionals." Definition.
A quadratic functional on a Hilbert space 3C is a function q from 3C to [0, + co ] (including + co) such that for all x and y in 3C and all complex numbers X, Definition. Let T be a non-negative self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space X. By the standard quadratic functional corresponding to T, denoted by qr, we mean the quadratic functional defined as follows: C||P1/2*||2 if x is in the domain of T112, qr(x) = < { +00 otherwise.
The connection between quadratic functionals and bilinear functionals is given in the following lemma. Proof. The fact that L is linear is obvious from the definition of quadratic functional.
The argument in [5] shows that b is bilinear over the field K of all r+si where r and s are rational. Furthermore, the argument in [5] Proof. Let L be defined as in Lemma 6.1. The inequality to be proved is obvious if either x(JL or yEL. If x and y are both in L, the Schwarz inequality holds, and the inequality to be proved follows from it the same way that the triangle inequality usually follows from the Schwarz inequality.
Definition. Let fi be a PF*-algebra on a Hilbert space X, and let q be a quadratic functional on X. We shall say q is affiliated with fi and write c/rjffi if q(Ux) =q(x) for every x£3C and every unitary operator U which commutes with fi. We shall say that q is essentially measurable relative to fi if gijfi and there exists a measurable operator T such that q(x) = (Tx, x) ior all x in a strongly dense subset of X [10, Definition 2.1]. We note that this T, ii it exists, is uniquely determined by q. We shall use the notation: T = @q.
Lemma 6.3. Let ft be a W*-algebra on a Hilbert space X. Let q and Q be quadratic functionals on X such that q(x) i=Q(x) for all x in a strongly dense subset Di of X [10, Definition 2.1]. If Q is essentially measurable and q-qd, then q is also essentially measurable. T has a single-valued closure since it is a symmetric operator. Since T is bounded on Kn, it follows that T is essentially measurable. Finally (Tx, x) =q(x) for xED', and D' is a strongly dense subset of X.
Definition. Let (X, a, m) be a gage space and let Po be the maximal null projection. If q is a quadratic functional affiliated with a, we define: But then S1'ixn = WT^Xn-^WT^x. Since S1'2 is closed, it follows that x is in the domain of 51'2 and 51/2x = WT1/2x. Hence qs(x) = WS'^xW2 ^ || T1'^2 = qT(x). Corollary 6.6. Let & be a W*-algebra on a Hilbert space 3C, and let S and T be non-negative self-adjoint operators affiliated with a. Suppose T is measurable. If qs(x) ^gr(x) for all x in a strongly dense subset of 3C, then qs(x) ^ qr (x) for all x £ 3C.
The collection of all essentially measurable quadratic functionals is too wide a class with which to formulate the monotone convergence theorem. In the next definition we direct attention to a special sort of quadratic functional. We shall say that one quadratic functional q is ^ another Q when q(x) ^Q(x) lor all x£3C. We note that the pointwise least upper bound of a directed set of quadratic functionals (directed by ^j) is again a quadratic functional.
Furthermore, if all the quadratic functionals in the directed set are affiliated with a W*-algebra, so is the least upper bound.
We shall say that a quadratic functional is restrained if it is the least upper bound of a collection of standard functionals corresponding to bounded operators. Lemma 6.7. The standard quadratic functional corresponding to any nonnegative self-adjoint operator is restrained.
Proof. Let T be a non-negative self-adjoint operator. We may assume without loss of generality that T is multiplication by a non-negative measurable function <p operating on L2 of a measure space. It is easy to see that Sr(/)=/<A|/|2forall/inP2. Let
and let Tn be the corresponding multiplication operator. Then, by the monotone convergence theorem of ordinary measure theory QtM) = f<kn\f\2/ j<t>\f\2 = qT(f)-Lemma 6.8. Let T be a non-negative self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space 3C. Let £)be a dense linear subset of 3C contained in the domain of P1'2 such that P1/2 is the closure of its restriction to 30. If q is a restrained quadratic functional such that q(x) ^qr(x) for all x£SD, then q(x) g qr(x)
for all x £ 3C.
Proof. This lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.5 and the definition of restrained quadratic functional.
Corollary 6.9. Let a be a W*-algebra on a Hilbert space X, and let T be a non-negative measurable operator. If q is a restrained quadratic functional such that q(x) ^gr(x) for all x in a strongly dense subset of X, then q(x) ^ qr (x) for all x EX. Let T he a non-negative self-adjoint operator affiliated with ai® a2. Consider, in the notation of §6, gy(x®y). This expression is a quadratic functional in either variable when the other is fixed. Furthermore, for fixed x, qr(x® ■) is affiliated with a2. We define a quadratic functional S2(P) on 3Ci by setting
Then E2(P)7?ai. If qr(x® ■) is essentially measurable with respect to a2, we shall write XT = eM*®.).
If E2(P) is essentially measurable with respect to &i, we write £>(P) =©a,(r). If 5 is a measurable operator with respect to ai®a2 which is a linear combination of non-negative measurable operators Py with qr^x^ o essentially measurable, we define XS to be the corresponding linear combination of the xTj. If the Tj can be so chosen that the S2(Py) are essentially measurable, we define £2(S) to be the corresponding linear combination of the £2(Pj). That these two notions are well-defined comes from the fact that and E2(XP+|uP') =XS2(P)+mS2(P') where X and p are non-negative numbers and T and T' are non-negative self-adjoint operators affiliated with ai ® Gfa.
If %i(S) exists, then XS exists and (^i(S)x, x) =mi{xS) for a strongly dense set of x. If 5 is bounded, then XS exists and is bounded for all x.
Lemma 7.1. If T is a non-negative self-adjoint operator affiliated with ai®a2 and x£3Ci, then qr(x® ■) is a restrained quadratic functional on 3C2.
Proof. Let P = /^°X<7£\ be the spectral resolution of P. Set T"=f0vXdE\. Lemma 7.2. If T is a non-negative self-adjoint operator affiliated with ai<S>fi2, then S2(P) is a restrained quadratic functional on Xi.
Proof. Defining TH as in the proof of Lemma 7.1, we have that gr(x® ■) is the least upper bound of qrn(x® ')• Then by definition of S2 and Theorem 6.10, we see that S2(P) is the least upper bound of E2(P»). Therefore, it is sufficient to prove the lemma when T is bounded.
Let <y2 be the family of all projections Q in ft2 such that m2(Q) < + co. =tm(US)) for SESProof. We show first that when SEQ, £2(S) exists and is in Li(3Ci, alt mi). It is sufficient to show this when S^O. Choose projections P£ffi and £?£ff2 such that 5 lives on P®Q. Then gs(x<8>y) ^||S||00gplglQ(x<S>y) and so S2 (5) ||S||J22(P®Q).
But a2(P®Q) is a bounded quadratic functional and &(P®Q) =m2(Q)P. Hence Hs(S) is bounded and £>(S) ^\\S\\aam2(Q)P. Therefore Z2(S)ELi(Xu ai, mi).
Set l(S)=mi(^2(S))
ior s£g. We are going to apply Theorem 1.1 to I. Hypothesis (2) is obviously satisfied if we take Er = P®Q where v = (P, Q) runs over the directed set ffiXff2.
As for hypothesis (1) , it is sufficient to show that for P£ffi and <2£ff2 the map T->l((P®Q)T(P®Q)) is weakly continuous when restricted to the unit ball of g. In the rest of this paragraph we make the convention that T runs over the unit ball of g. Clearly XT is weakly continuous in T and H'PJIm License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
It follows that t;i((I®Q)T(I®Q))
is weakly continuous in P and ||fe((7 ® Q)T(I ® <2))||" = 2m(Q).
Hence [10, Theorem 14] and [3, Theorem 2] l((P ® Q)T(P ® Q)) = mi(U(P ® 07^ ® Q))) = mi(P£i((I ® Q)T(I ® ()))) is weakly continuous in P.
It remains only to show that / is a central linear functional. It is sufficient to show that for P£ffi and (7£ff2
for all S and P in g. Now this is obvious if S and P are in £. But fi is weakly dense in ai®a2, and so by [6] the unit ball of fi is weakly dense in the unit ball of ai® a2. Using this, equation (*) follows by two applications of the continuity property of T-^l((P®Q)T(P®0) proved in the last paragraph. The present theorem now follows from Theorem 1.1. . We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section-a noncommutative Fubini theorem. Proof. The last sentence is clearly a consequence of the sentence before' so we consider a non-negative self-adjoint operator T affiliated with ai® a2' Case I. P is bounded. Yet ffi and ff2 be as in Theorem 7.3. In the proof of this case we restrict P to run over ffi and Q to run over ff2. By Theorem 7.3 m((P ® Q)T(P ® Q)) = mi(U(P ® Q)T(P ® Q))) and by [10, Lemma 13.1 ], m(T) = supm((P ® Q)T(P ® Q)). Proof. If either mx or w2 is singular, then m is clearly singular. Suppose Wi and wz2 are nonsingular.
Let P be a projection with m(P) =0. Then £2(P) = 0 and hence XP = 0 for a dense set of x. In other words P = 0.
8. Tensor products of unbounded operators. We continue the notation of §7.
Definition. If 5 and T are operators on 3Ci and 3C2 respectively, we define their algebraic tensor product, denoted by 5®aigP, to be the smallest linear extension of the map x®y->Sx®Ty where x is in the domain of S and y is in the domain of P. If S and T are closed operators, we define 5® T to be the closure of S®aigP. This closure is single-valued by the following theorem. where we have used the notation X*-X*B for the result of polarizing XB in the variable x. Nevertheless, as the following theorem shows, the result is essentially correct. It will be of use to us in §9. IV. Harmonic analysis and duality for unimodular groups 9. Harmonic analysis. Throughout the following two sections 9 will stand for a locally compact unimodular group; 3C will stand for the Hilbert space Li(Q) formed with respect to Haar measure on 9; La where a£9 will stand for left translation by a acting on 3C:
(Laf)(x) =f(a~1x);
and £ will stand for the W'-algebra generated by all the La with a in 9. If /£Pi(9), we shall write Ls for the operator of left convolution by / acting on 3C:
{Ljg)(x) = (f*g)(x) = J f(y)g(y~1x)dy.
The mapping /->Lt is to be thought of as a "global" Fourier transform. A greater formal analogy with the abelian case is manifest in the formula Lf = J f(x)Lxdx, f E Pi (9) where the integral is interpreted in the weak sense. The operators Ls are in £, and £ is the W*-algebra they generate. The latter is easily seen by letting \pN he the characteristic function of a measurable subset TV of g divided by the measure of TV; then as TV runs over the directed set of compact neighborhoods of a, LfN->La weakly.
Lemma 9.1. If f and g are in Li(g) and Lj = La, then f = g a.e.
Proof. Let &£Z,2(g)nLM(g). Then f*h = g*h a.e. But both sides of this equation are continuous, and so their values at e, the identity of g, are equal: I f(y)KTl)dy = I g(.y)Ky~l)dy.
Therefore f = g a.e.
In [9] , Segal introduced a gage on the W*-algebra £. The existence of this gage is an easy consequence of Theorem 1.1. Proof. Let 0° be the set of all linear combinations of continuous positive definite functions in Li(g), and let fi be the set of all Lf with / in (P. Since (P contains all convolutions of two functions in Li(g)nL2(g), the set fi is a subalgebra of £. It is clearly a self-adjoint algebra. Furthermore, ft is weakly dense in £; for, taking ipN as above, it is easy to see that L*w**ojv -* L" weakly as TV runs over the compact neighborhoods of e.
We define I on ft by the formula l(Lf) =f(e); by Lemma 9.1, / is a single- Definition.
The gage m on £ described in Theorem 9.2 will be called the dual gage. We shall call the gage space Y = (3C, £, m) the dual gage space tog. Proof. First we show that m is a nonsingular gage. Suppose P is a projection in £ such that w(P)=0.
We saw in the proof of Theorem 9.2 that {L/:/£Z-i(g)nL2(g) J is weakly dense in £. By [6] , we can choose a directed system {hj} of elements of Li(g)nL2(g) such that Lh. Hence P = 0.
In proving this lemma we suppose first that /£Li(g)nL2(g). Choose a directed system {hj} of elements of Li In particular fsg(x)dx=fsf(x)dx for every measurable subset S of g with finite measure. It follows that/ = g a.e.
The representation L®L of g is a multiple of the left regular representation L; in fact, L®L is an ^-fold copy of L where N is the dimension of 3C. This means that the representation a^>La®I where I is the identity on 3C is unitarily equivalent to the representation L ®L. A particular unitary operator which implements this equivalence is the operator W on i2(gxg) =3C®3C
defined by (Wf)(x, y)=f(x, xy). If P££, let 3>(T) = W~1(T®I)W. Then* is a ^-isomorphism of £ onto the W*-algebra generated by L®L, such that $?(La)=La®La for a£g. Furthermore 4> is weakly continuous on the unit ball of £, since $_1 is obviously weakly continuous and the unit balls of £ and <£(£) are compact in the weak topology.
In the case of an abelian group g, for i£Pi(g), the operator Lt corresponds to multiplication by the Fourier transform t of t on L2(Q) where § is the character group of g. An easy computation shows that $(Lt) corresponds to multiplication by the function t(x$) of two variables x and y* on P2(gX9). If F and G are functions in Pi(9), their convolution is the function F*G satisfying the equation
Thus, when g is an arbitrary unimodular group, we are led to the following definition of convolution in Pi(r).
Definition. If F and G are in Pi(r), we define F*G to be the unique element of Pi(r) such that m((F *G)T) = (mX m)((F ® G)$(P)) for all P £ £ where mXm is the product gage on £®£. That such an operator F*G exists is a consequence of [10, Theorem 14] and the fact that the right-hand side is weakly continuous (and hence strongly continuous) in P when T is restricted to the unit ball of £.
This convolution in Pi(r) back transforms into pointwise multiplication over g, as it should. Lemma 9.8. Let F and G be in Li(T). Set f(x) =m(L*F) and g(x) =m(L*G) forxES-Thenf(x)g(x)=m(L*x(F*G)).
Proof.
= (m X m)($(L*)(F ® G)) = m(L*(F * G)). Corollary 9.9 . The set of all back transforms of operators in £i(r) is an algebra under pointwise multiplication.
Along with the convolution in the gage space just defined, there is a companion involution. Let C denote complex conjugation in 3C = L2(g); i.e., (C/)(x) =f(x). If T is any operator on X, we define T to be CTC. It is easy to see that La = La for o£g, and therefore T->f is a conjugate-linear ♦-automorphism of £. If we set m'(P) =m(P) when P is a projection in £, then m' is a gage on £. This inequality holds for all H of the form H = Lh where /j£Li(g)ni,2(g). It follows from Remark 9.4 together with Remark 9.14 below that F*G EL2(Y) and ||P*Gl|2^||p||i||G||2. is a ^-algebra under pointwise multiplication and complex conjugation.
Remark 9.14. In this remark we interrupt the notation of this section. Suppose that (3C, ft, m) is any nonsingular gage space, and that 31! is a ♦ -subalgebra which is contained in L2(X, ft, m) and is dense in L2(X, ft, m). Then 3TC is strongly dense in fi. The proof is copied from the relevant portion Hence f = h a.e. by Corollary 9.13 and Remarks 9.4 and 9.14. Therefore/(x) = m(L*F) a.e. by Corollary 9.7. Hence F = Lf by Remarks 9.4 and 9.14.
We sum up these results by writing /~^P if a function / on g is related to a measurable operator F in any one of the three senses we have considered;
i.e., if any one of the following holds:
(1) /£Li(9) and F = L,, ( 2) /£P2(9) and F = LS, (3) FELi(Y) and f(x)=m(L*F) a.e. Proof. Suppose that cr is a * -homomorphism of Pi(r) into the complex numbers. By [7, §26F] 
